
PROMISING CHROMOSOME 21 MULTIPLE MATCH 

Using the GEDmatch 3cM match threshold, we find the following matches: 

 

We also find 3 missing matches: 

 

No matches are shown by GEDmatch in the last 3 comparisons, and we are left to speculate why. Of 
course, experimental error is large enough for many DNA service providers to set a 7cM minimum 
match threshold – so at the 3cM level we use, the results must be considered a little unreliable, and 
even more so at lower threshold levels we are tempted to consider! It is interesting to note that this 
match was dismissed from Julian’s 7 by 7 study, which was focussed on Lousada DNA, but as the 
following extract from that study shows, we may have uncovered here a hint of Pressburg DNA!  

 

 

 



Though as just speculated we have may perhaps have found Pressburg DNA at this chromosome 21 
multiple match, we still need to explain the 1st 2 lines in the following chart from Julian’s 7 by 7 study 
(noting the Ed/John match is covered above). MW and MD have no known Pressburg connections. 

 

Looking at these 2 further chromosome 21 matches: 

Mike/Julian 

 

The obvious explanation here is that Mike has a non-Pressburg match with Julian at this site. Our 
logic is that while Mike has Lousada ancestry this goes back from before the Barrow & Lousada 
connection was made (the Barrows bringing Pressburg ancestry). Therefore, if this site shows Julian’s 
Pressburg ancestry (as we are tempted to think – see above), then Mike’s match with Julian here 
must have come from the paternal half of the DNA at this site as the Pressburg ancestry would be 
from the maternal side. Accordingly this match between Julian and Mike is an unknown non-Lousada 
(and in any event non-Pressburg) match. 

MW/Scotts wife 

 

It seems that this is a non-Pressburg match. Michael W does not appear in any Pressburg matches at 
this site. Similarly Scott’s wife does not show Pressburg ancestry at this site. In searching for the 
common ancestor of Michael W and Scott’s wife, it may be useful to note Michael Waas has a 
similarly large total match with Randy’s mother and father (84.6cM cf 67.8cM respectively) as does 
Scott’s wife (93.8cM cf 48.7cM respectively). That is, we will need to look in both sides of Randy’s 
ancestry.  

  

 

 


